
























Model data processor agreement between the Controller and the Processor

Schedule 2

Technical and organisational security measures

The measures listed serve to ensure the reliability, integrity and availability of the systems and services

related to the processing on a permanent basis and that the availability of and access to personal data in

the case of a physical or technical incident can be repaired quickly.

1. Technical protection of the Wesselman workspace environment

Access to Processor’s work environment is protected by Two-factor authentication. Strong passwords are

enforced, preferably by technical controls (unique password, upper/lower case characters, numbers, non-

alphanumeric characters and at least 7 characters minimal). Within our cloud environment we have our

business applications available (like AFAS, Exact Online, Loket.nl) via a federated account management

system.

Our employee accounts are managed via an IAM (identity and access management) application which

uses our HR system as a reference point for employees and their authorisations. All authorisations are

based on function, department, roles and legal entity of which the employee is a part of. Changes are

automatically applied whenever a change is made in the HR system.

Using additional security measures, we limit the access of data outside of our cloud environment. Mail-

boxes are only accessible via our cloud workspace, mobile devices or encrypted laptops. The employee is

obliged to use a password/access code or 2-factor authentication. If needed, we can remotely wipe the

aforementioned devices.

2. Internal organisational security measures

Processor applies a strict lock-screen policy to protect sensitive data and automatic screen savers with

password protection are active. Active attention is paid to raising awareness of the use of sensitive data

by its employees and a strict password policy is in place.

Special authorisations (printer pin) are required to print data or the use of a badge attached to the key-

chain of the employee.

Personal data is only used for the specified purpose.

Paper is disposed of trough the trench of sealed containers intended for this purpose. These containers

are emptied regularly by a third party, according to the strictest legal DIN / ISO 66399 standard as well as

ISO 9001-2015, ISO/IEC 27001, ISO 50001, ISO/IEC 21964-2018, OPK and CA+ .

Processor has protocols and procedures in place to ensure that information security incidents are handled

in a timely and effective manner. It also monitors compliance with protocols, laws and regulations.

3. Network, Internet security and logging

Processor uses a protected digital environment, in which all network activities are logged and monitored.

This environment is protected by firewalls, threat intelligence monitoring, IPS and virus scanners to

achieve optimal security. There are defined responsibilities in the areas of data protection and IT security

and to detect and deal with possible risks for data and systems. All access and changes are logged and

saved to a central security server. Our external partners have logs available on request on a user and

timestamp level.
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The circle of officials who have access to certain personal data is restricted to only those persons who

require access to the personal data in relation to performance of their duties. Also, employees have

agreed to a confidentiality clause with related penalty clause.

Access rights of employees are withdrawn upon termination or changing departments. Data access per-

missions are reviewed regularly. Employees are thoroughly instructed and trained upon how to use the

Processor’s data.

- Data (and copies thereof) are only stored encrypted on non-volatile storage.

- Data (and copies thereof) are only transferred encrypted in networks.

4. Restorability

To ensure that systems in use can be restored in the event of a fault,

Processor takes the following measures:

- Processor carries out regular data backups, from which data can be

or systems can be restored.

Contingency plans for the response to such incidents are established.

The servers:

- are operated virtually and

- are monitored 24/7 by monitoring tools.

- Data is backed up daily, a retention period of 30 days is applied, the backup copies are stored in

separate locked premises and safely stored against theft, destruction or data loss.

5. Software partners

Processor uses AFAS software and has ArcusIT as its IT partner.

Both parties have certifications that guarantee adequate up-to-date security measures in the field of infor-

mation security.

ArcusIT and AFAS both work according to ISO/IEC 27001, which is the best-known standard for infor-

mation security requirements.

AFAS applies the ISAE 3402 standard for quality and safety control of AFAS online and the MJA-3 stand-

ard for testing the vulnerability of systems to attacks.

Our payroll department use the Payroll software application Loket.nl, that also applies the ISAE 3402

standard. Servers relevant for Loket.nl are located in datacenters which are compliant to at least ISO/IEC

27001.

Our accounting department uses Accounting software from different software partners, like Exact Nether-

lands B.V., but also CaseWare B.V. and Unit4 Bedrijfssoftware B.V. All of the aforementioned software is

only available via our federated account system and authorizations.

This means that appropriate information security measures are in place in accordance with the GDPR.

6. Physical security

Processor’s facilities and offices are sufficiently secured. Processor’s locations have an alarm system,

backed by a response protocol and an access control system.
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During opening hours, Monday to Friday from 08:15 to 17:00, the front doors of the locations will be un-

locked, the reception with direct view on this door is occupied during this period.

Visitors must be picked up at reception and accompanied during their visit.

On the outside of the premises in Helmond there are camera’s located which records are kept for 14 days.

They are only viewable by IT staff and board members.

A digital locking system is in place in all locations and applied to internal doors. Each employee has a

unique badge that has been assigned to the employee and linked with certain access rights and times.

All openings, denials and updates are authenticated and stored on a network server, outside of the prem-

ises. Badges are revoked as soon as they are lost, haven’t been used more than 30 days or a employee is

terminated.

Board members and owners have full access to the premises, 24 hours a day. Employees only have ac-

cess during business hours and only IT staff have access to the server rooms. IT staff create and give out

badges to employees.


